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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Chemical Passivation of Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide and Nanoscale High-

Temperature Superconducting Devices 
 

 

by 
 
 

Miranda Lynn Vinay 

 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Chemistry 

University of California, Riverside, March 2022 

Dr. Shane A. Cybart, Chairperson 

 

 

High-temperature superconductivity (HTS) was supposed to change the world. And 

it did, albeit less dramatically than previously predicted over 40 years ago. Thin films of 

HTS materials have been applied in qubits for quantum computing, analog-to-digital 

converters, and neuromorphic circuits; and are necessary for the most sensitive 

magnetometers used in geological surveys and medical technology.  

 

This technological revolution hinges on Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide, or 

YBa2Cu3Ox+6 (YBCO). This ceramic oxide from the cuprate family has been the bench 

mark for “high temperature” superconductors, in which the superconducting state is 

reached above the boiling temperature of nitrogen. However, its processing and technical 

implementation in thin films come with challenges. It is a non-stoichiometric crystal, and 

its superconducting properties are highly-dependent on its concentration of oxygen (and 

therefore the variable oxidation state of copper). Most importantly – and the focus of this 
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dissertation – is its stability as a thin film under 40 nanometers thick: YBCO expands 

differently from its substrates under thermal cycling, loses oxygen at high temperatures, 

and in air, reacts to form non-superconducting (and oxygen-depleted) products.  

 

The work presented here explores how YBCO thin films fail, and how to protect 

their surface and preserve thin film superconductivity. The focus lies on the use of bromine 

– a halogen which tightly binds to the YBCO surface – as a means of chemical passivation, 

protecting YBCO from being reduced in the atmosphere without harming the desirable 

superconducting properties, and also without harming the performance of superconducting 

devices such as YBCO-based nanoelectronics. We found that thermal stress is not the root 

cause of failure in superconducting thin films, which led the study into further chemistry. 

Remarkably, treatment with dilute bromine in ethanol solutions was found to have little 

effect on the material’s performance, and does not destroy the electronic properties of 

Josephson Junctions. The reaction, while an etching process, only attacks the surface, 

leaving the underlying material (and written junctions) intact.  

 

Through this work, we aim to increase the longevity of HTS nanoelectronics. This 

dissertation uses the toolkits of chemistry to solve problems in electrical engineering – 

ultimately inching closer to less expensive, more robust HTS devices. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Superconductivity 

 

At first glance, superconductivity can look like magic. It exhibits lossless 

electrical current. Large and unruly cooled materials can levitate above magnets. Their 

cryogens – often vats of liquid helium and liquid nitrogen – are bubbling and hissing at 

room temperature, pouring clouds of opaque white gas from their dewars. Of course, it 

is not magic, but rather a particular phenomenon of physics. At its base, 

superconductivity is a thermodynamic phase which can be largely explained by quantum 

mechanics. It was discovered in 1911 by the Dutch cryogenic engineer Heike Kamerlingh 

Onnes,1 and has been disrupting physics, chemistry, electronics and technology for over 

a century since.  

But what is superconductivity? Visitors to the Science Exploration museum at the 

University of Zurich are presented with the following questions regarding 

superconductivity: “Can electric current be conducted without loss? How can a Maglev 

high-speed train float? What do lead, aluminum and mercury have in common at low 

temperatures?”2 In their exhibit, visitors are asked to watch as a ceramic oxide is cooled 

to superconducting temperatures, allowing the object to levitate above a magnet. These 

questions – and their answers – demonstrate the observables of superconductivity: first, 

zero electrical resistance and second, the expulsion of magnetic flux, known as the 

Meissner effect. Additionally, in order to exhibit superconductivity, certain conditions 

must be met. Superconductivity can only exist within the bounds of a materials’ critical 

temperature, critical current (Jc) and critical applied magnetic field (Hc). This critical 
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temperature requirement, Tc, tends to be very cold (for aluminum, -271.7 °C! Or 1.48 °K) 

[REF]. This value is specific to every superconducting material and is useful for 

classifying high or low temperature superconductors, discussed in a later section. In fact, 

Above Tc, superconductors are generally normal metals or ceramics at room temperature 

at ambient pressure. At enormous pressures (Giga Pascals), the temperature condition is 

more forgiving, however, these high pressures are not accessible without specialized 

equipment,3 with the most recently discovered superconductors consisting of compressed 

hydrogen-rich gasses.4 

 

Zero electrical resistance 

The first observable of superconductivity is zero electrical resistance, or, as the 

museum says, current conducting with no loss. “Loss” in terms of electrical current is 

usually the result of resistance within a material. Electrical currents obey Ohm’s Law, 

𝑉 =  𝐼𝑅, where V is the voltage, I is the current, and R is the resistance. In a typical 

conductor, electrons moving through a material collide with the crystal lattice of that 

material (the resistance of the material), transferring their kinetic energy, which is then 

dissipated as heat and depletes the current if voltage remains constant. Resistance is also 

temperature-dependent: As a non-superconducting material is cooled, its resistance 

lowers nearly linearly with the decrease in temperature. 

However, in a superconductor, electrical current does not scatter. When cooled, 

superconductors exhibit a sharp drop in resistance (to zero Ohms) underneath their 

critical temperature (Tc). It is then known as a supercurrent and exhibits current without 
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voltage, resulting in 0 resistance via Ohm’s law. Additionally, these materials can 

maintain current indefinitely, as long as a temperature below Tc is maintained.  

 

The Meissner effect 

In addition to zero resistance, superconductors can also be defined by their 

expulsion of magnetic flux. This phenomenon was first theorized by Fritz and Heinz 

London, who studied the impact of a zero resistance material on Maxwell equations. This 

work resulted in the now-famous London equations which predict the penetration of 

magnetic flux, bearing their namesake.5 When a material enters the superconducting 

state, it becomes a perfect diamagnet (also called a superdiamagnet) – expelling magnetic 

flux via the flow of the supercurrent, at least for Type I superconductors which will be 

discussed in a following section. This trait is referred to as the Meissner effect, in which 

the magnetic field of the interior of a superconductor vanishes while the magnetic field 

surrounding the superconductor increases. Above the critical magnetic field of a given 

material, superconductivity is destroyed and that material returns to the normal state.  

 

 

Types of Superconductivity 

BCS Theory/Conventional Superconductivity  

In 1957, the first microscopic theory of superconductivity was proposed by 

Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS Theory), later winning the Nobel prize in 1972.6 

Their theory proposes a weak coupling between two elections as a result of deformations 
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in the superconducting material’s crystal lattice. These deformations cause local 

positively charged regions which then attract two electrons in the same region, which 

become bound via a phonon. This lattice deformation can be found in Figure 1. These 

paired electrons are known as Cooper Pairs.  

 

 

Because electrons typically experience Coulombic repulsion, these Cooper pairs 

are only stable as very low temperatures or very high pressures. In these environments, 

the vibrations of the crystal lattice in a material are stopped or significantly slowed, 

allowing for the free-flowing of electrons though the lattice. As an electron moves 

through the lattice, it induces a region of positive charge, which squeezes closer to the 

transported electron. This region then attracts a second electron. In this interaction, the 

electrons are paired via the movement of atoms within the crystal lattice. In other words, 

they are paired via a phonon. 

This BCS theory is very useful for explaining the superconducting mechanism in 

conventional superconductors – also known as Type I superconductors. These materials 

Figure 1: Simplified illustration of a quantum mechanical phenomenon featuring a cooper pair moving through 
a crystal lattice. The induced displacement creates areas of positive charge. Figure adapted from dc.edu.au. 90 
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completely obey the Meissner effect, expelling all magnetic flux and destroying 

superconductivity above Hc. Type I superconductors are commonly pure metals, such as 

zinc, aluminum, or mercury, but alloys such as TaSi2 also exist.7 

 

Unconventional Superconductivity 

However, not all superconductors follow BCS theory. These are known as Type 

II superconductors. In fact, the microscopic theory of these superconductors is not yet 

established. This type of superconductivity also exhibits the Meissner effect, but has two 

critical magnetic fields. This is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: States of a Type II superconductor, shown as magnetic intensity H as a function of temperature T. 
Superconductivity is destroyed above Tc. 
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Above the lower of the two Hc’s, magnetic flux is allowed to penetrate the material at 

specific points, leading to supercurrent vortexes within the material where magnetic flux 

is allowed to penetrate. These vortices are known as fluxons (or, Abrikosov vortices).  

This phenomenon gives rise to flux pinning, in which a superconductor is “pinned” by 

magnetic field in the space above a magnet, creating a levitating effect. This flux pinning 

is of great interest to several applications because of its potential to create a frictionless 

joint, and is exploited in the MagLev trains which float above their tracks in Japan.8 

 

High temperature superconductivity 

Early superconductors such as those normal metals described by Type I 

superconductivity only exhibit the superconducting phase at low temperatures, below 

30 K, requiring liquid helium to cool. These superconductors also belong to a different 

class of superconductivity known as low-transition-temperature superconductivity 

(LTS). Then, in 1986, a new regime of superconducting materials known as cuprates (or 

copper oxides) were discovered to have a Tc of 35 K, donning the birth of high-transition-

temperature superconductors (HTS).9 These ceramic materials proved to be so 

revolutionary that they would go on and win the Nobel prize just one year later in 

1987.Thus, the search for a truly room-temperature superconductor began. No material 

to date has yet reached room temperature superconductivity at ambient pressures.10,11  
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Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide (YBCO) 

By far, the most popular and well-studied high-temperature superconductors is 

YBa2Cu3Ox+6 (YBCO). It belongs to the Cuprate family, named for its copper content, a 

material family in which superconductivity was discovered in 1986 and boasts unusual 

and desirable properties such as high Tc’s and Jc’s – winning the Nobel Prize in physics 

only one year later in 1987.12 YBCO itself was considered a revolutionary material, with 

a Tc of 93 K13 making it an attractive material for many breakthrough superconducting 

electronics.14 From an application perspective, HTS-based devices more practical for 

consumers as they can be cooled by liquid nitrogen (which has a boiling temperature of 

77 K), which is orders of magnitude less expensive than the liquid helium used to cool 

low-temperature superconductors. As nanotechnology began to dominate electronics, 

thin films of HTS materials have been realized in a variety of applications such as qubits 

in quantum computing,15 analog to digital converters,16 and neuromorphic circuits,17 

despite increases in signal noise compared to their LTS counterparts. 

 

Crystal Structure 

YBCO is a distorted perovskite crystal. It has a layered structure, with planes of 

yttrium and barium, as well as copper oxides planes in which superconductivity is 

observed. The structure of YBCO can be seen in Figure 3. In the middle of the structure, 

surrounding the Yttrium atom, there are flat copper-oxide planes, called the [CuO2 layer]. 

This is where superconductivity flows through the crystal. YBCO is a nonstoichiometric 
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crystal, meaning that the ratios of some atoms can change depending on its growth 

conditions. In particular, the concentration of oxygen varies in the unit cell from 6 to 7 

moles per formula unit. This is supported by the blended oxidation state of copper 

throughout the crystal, which varies from 2+ to 3+ in the oxygen deficient regions, 

highlighted in FIGURE on the top and bottom of the crystal with some oxygen atoms 

Figure 3: Typical orthorhombic Pmmm  YBCO unit cell. The lattice parameters of this cell are: a = 3.8278(7) 
Å, b = 3.8952(7) Å, c = 11.711(2) Å and were measured by Jang et. al. 91 
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showing a missing portion. The resulting concentration of oxygen which governs the 

shape of the YBCO unit cell. 

The YBCO crystal structure, oxygen stoichiometry, and the superconducting Tc 

are dependent on each other. This is exemplified in Figure 4. At higher oxygen 

concentrations (above 6.2 moles/f.u.), the unit cell is orthorhombic and exhibits 

superconductivity. At lower concentrations (below 6.2 moles/f.u.), the crystal structure 

changes to tetragonal.18 Here, superconductivity is destroyed and the material becomes 

an electrical insulator.  

 

  

Figure 4: Critical temperature Tc as a function of oxygen stoichiometry in YBCO. The inset shows the phase 
transitions - a tetragonal phase and two orthorhombic phases. Figure adapted from Friis, et. al. 18 
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Devices 

The unique properties of superconductors, and in particular high temperature 

superconductors, has given rise to fundamental electronic devices with commercial 

interest. The device of interest here is called a Josephson junction, (JJ). They are of 

interest because they exhibit quantum tunneling through a thin barrier which can be 

modulated by magnetic field. From these fundamental devices, more complex devices 

such as superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) can be made, which 

create the most sensitive magnetometers,19 which are used in geological surveys and 

medical technology such as magnetoencephalography (MEG) for brain scans.20 

 

 

Brian David Josephson predicted the quantum tunneling of Cooper pairs, 

uncovering the mathematical relationship of current and voltage of a superconductor 

through a weak barrier and earning the Nobel prize in 1962.21 JJs are superconducting 

Figure 5: Illustration of a typical Josephson Junction. The barrier between superconductors is highlighted in 
red. 
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sandwiches – two superconducting materials separated by thin, non-superconducting 

barrier as seen in Figure 5. There are two types of barriers: Superconductor-insulator-

superconductor (SIS) and superconductor-nonsuperconductor-superconductor (SNS) 

junctions. Each of these junctions have slightly different current-voltage (IV) 

characteristics. A more robust explanation of these measurements is given in Chapter 2.  

 

Fabrication 

Focused Helium Ion Beam (FHIB) 

 The fabrication method of interest used in the Cybart lab is to direct-write 

junctions into thin films of superconductor. A focused helium ion beam (FHIB) in our 

lab creates JJs by irradiating superconducting YBCO.22 Molecules of helium gas enter a 

vacuum chamber and become ionized after coming in contact with the electric field 

around an atomically sharp tungsten tip – which only contains three atoms at its tip. The 

YBCO is crystalline, and the ion bombardment destroys the internal crystal structure, 

changing the material from superconducting (crystalline) to insulating (amorphous). This 

fabrication method has the advantage of “writing” JJs directly into the film, with 

maskless, high control over the position and size of the JJ down to a spot size of 0.5 nm.23 

The fundamental drawback, and the basis of this thesis, is that FHIB requires thin films, 

between 20 and 40 nm, in order to create uniform and perfectly square junctions. At 

larger depths, the ion beam fans at the base, somewhat scattering the beam and creating 

a trapezoidal, non-uniform insulating barrier (which has consequences for device 
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performance).24 An illustration of the beam for FHIB fabrication can be seen in Figure 6, 

where the top portion (up to 40 nm) is uniform, while deeper depths begin to lose their 

shape and ion displacement density, making wider and more angular ion displacement in 

the film, highlighted in the yellow regions.  

 

Because of this non-uniformity, JJs fabricated using this technique are restricted to 

~40 nm in depth. So, the work in the remainder of this thesis will be focused on the 

creation, disadvantages, and chemical passivation of >~40 nm thin films of YBCO. 

  

Figure 6: Illustration of the beam shape of an FHIB. Below 40 nm, it is no longer square on its edges. 
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Deposition 

The first step in making a JJ from YBCO is to grow thin films of YBCO. This 

can be done in many different ways, namely reactive co-evaporation, pulsed laser 

deposition, sputtering deposition, and molecular beam epitaxy, to name a few among 

many others. In these methods, thin film growth requires a substrate by which plumes of 

YBCO can adhere to and grow consistently in layers. My work in the Cybart lab started 

by growing YBCO via magnetron sputtering deposition. An illustration of this process 

can be found in Figure 7.  

 

The process of which proceeds as follows: Material from the target is ejected by 

impact from lower-energy sputtered atoms, which then deposit onto a heated substrate 

offset by an angle. The magnetron traps the plasma close to the surface of the target using 

Figure 7: Illustration of on- and off-axis magnetron sputtering. 
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electric and magnetic fields to increase efficiency of ionizing collisions between the 

plasma and the target.25  This process is carried out in a vacuum chamber, in which the 

gas pressure is a crucial process parameter in controlling deposition rate and film quality. 

Additionally, the temperature of the substrate as controlled by the heater is another 

crucial process parameter that is specific for every combination of thin film and substrate. 

This process general occurs at high temperatures (~800 °C). Finally, the film is annealed 

in oxygen to complete the layer growth and to increase the oxygen concentration of the 

resulting YBCO thin film, enhancing the material superconductivity. 

One of the problems with this method of thin film deposition (as well as many 

others) is that it requires a substrate which can handle deposition environments. These 

substrates tend to have cubic crystal lattices (like LAO – LaAlO3). However, YBCO only 

exhibits superconductivity if it has enough oxygen to maintain an orthorhombic crystal 

structure, leading to a large challenge in this films: Stress induced by lattice mismatch 

and strain. Eventually this leads to the creation of defects - ultimately stress fractures and 

warping to release tensile stress as the thickness of the resulting film increases.25 Worse, 

these defects create bottlenecks of supercurrent, as these defects tend to insulating rather 

than superconducting.  
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Challenges of YBCO-Based Devices 

Thermal Expansion 

Defects are not stagnant within a crystal structure. They can grow under certain 

conditions, such as changes in temperature and mechanical wear. Because of the nature 

of superconductors – with “high temperature” referring to temperatures well-below 

freezing and deposition at hundreds of Celsius – differences in the thermal expansion 

must be taken into account when growing both single and multiple-layer thin films, as 

defects are exasperated by expanding and contracting films. This is especially true with 

poor lattice matching between layers (such as cubic and orthorhombic for thin films of 

YBCO). The stresses and defects in the thin films impact the superconducting properties 

of the materials and need to be minimized or mitigated for higher quality films, and 

terminally, device performance. 

 

Instability in Air 

Defects and thermal expansion are not the only troubling plaguing YBCO-based 

devices. YBCO itself degrades in air. It reacts with water and carbon dioxide to form less 

oxygen-rich compounds, destroying the material’s superconductivity.  The reactions with 

air can be found below: 

 

1. 3H2O + 2YBa2Cu3O7 → Y2BaCuO5 + 3Ba(OH)2 + 5CuO + 0.5O2  

2.  Ba(OH)2 + CO2 → BaCO3 + H2O 
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During this reaction, YBCO films are reduced by CO2 and H2O leading to decomposition 

of the thin film surface and poorer device performance.26,27 At high temperatures, like 

those used in film deposition, this degradation is expedited as the oxidation state of 

copper is reduced from 3+ to 2+. The problem is especially prevalent in thin films like 

those used for JJs, as thin films degrade faster than their thick film counterpoints because 

of their increased surface-area-to-volume-ratio.28 Passivation plays a vital role in 

ensuring the efficacy and the longevity of YBCO devices used or stored in air. 

The passivation of YBCO is a matter of chemistry: Is it possible to treat YBCO 

such that it is protected from these surface reactions? Previous methods of surface 

passivation for YBCO have been numerous and diverse, with several approaches 

purposefully damaging the surface of the film in order to passivate it and protect the 

remaining HTS film underneath.29–35 Other methods use a variety of coatings – including 

metal,36–39 oxide,40,41,50–53,42–49 carbon,54–59 and polymer coatings38,60–63 with limited 

success. They exhibit drawbacks such as difficult processing, lattice mismatch for the 

crystalline coatings (resulting in poor thermal cycling of the devices), diffusion (of metal 

ions into and out of the YBCO itself as well as the diffusion of CO and H2O molecules 

through the coating). This thesis details the development and characterization of a 

chemical passivation process that minimizes these drawbacks – namely a process that is 

facile, effective, and minimizes diffusion. 
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Passivation: Bromination 

The method of passivation outlined in this thesis involves the bromination of thin 

films of YBCO. Halogen etching, specifically using bromine, has been found to cause 

passivation of other perovskite materials such as CsPbI3‑xBrx used in light-emitting 

diodes,64 and has also been found to interact with YBCO in a very controlled, well 

defined fashion – resulting in layer by layer etching which leaves YBr3, BaBr2, and CuBr 

on the surface as reaction products.32 this bromine is very stable on the surface, and has 

been a topic of interest of superconducting scientists and engineers for decades. Further 

work on the subject proposed that bromine does not enter to YBCO lattice, but rather 

forms nanoclusters of lattice fragments of Br-0(4)-Ba-Cu(l)Cu(2) chains.65 It is possible 

that these strongly-bound chains are responsible for the protection of YBCO from the 

environment.  

 

Conclusion 

This dissertation consists of scientific work written for publication, with each chapter 

representing work or parts thereof that has been or will be published as individual journal 

articles. For this reason, experimental details that may warrant their own chapter are 

instead included within the existing chapters. Chapter 2 details some background on 

electronic measurements as necessary for readers as chemists. In Chapter 3, bromine 

surface chemistry is presented as a means of passivation YBCO from ambient air. 

Chapter 4 is further study on YBCO bromination with respect to electronic devices and 
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fabrication methods. Chapter 5 contains work on thermal cycling of YBCO thin films 

as an investigation into electronic device failures. Finally, Chapter 6 contains a summary 

of results and further work. 
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Chapter 2: Overview of Electrical Methods  

 

In order to study superconductivity, it is necessary to measure 0 resistance. 

Typically, this is done with a 4-point-probe system, in which the total resistance Rtotal is 

the sum of the device (or material’s) resistance R and the contact resistance Rcontact. 

Measuring the resistance R as a function of temperature T is used to characterize several 

material properties: determining Tc, estimating the density of defects, and differentiating 

between conducting and insulating materials based on the shape of the graph.  

We can see this transition to superconductivity clearly in Resistance-Temperature 

(RT) measurements, and example of which can be found in Figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8: The red function shows an RT measurement of a YBCO film grown by off-axis sputtering deposition. The 
information gleaned from this type of measurement are highlighted in blue (Tc), orange (ρ0), and purple (∆T) 
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From these plots, we can glean several important parameters of our material. The 

first is the Tc, which is typically defined as the onset of superconductivity. Additionally, 

it takes some time from the onset of superconductivity to bring the entirety of a material 

to the superconducting phase. This results in an imperfect resistance drop to 

superconductivity, with the onset being slightly warmer than the temperature at which 

the entire material is superconducting. This results in the Transition Width, ∆T, which 

gives some information on the crystalline defects of a given superconductor. Lastly, RT 

measurements can tell of temperature-independent crystalline defects in the 

superconducting material via the extrapolated residual resistivity, ρ0, which is defined as 

the y-intercept of the linear portion of the RT graph. The device’s resistance R is a 

geometric component affected by the distance of the material between contacts l, the 

cross sectional area A, and the resistivity ρ via: 

𝑅 =  𝜌(𝑇)
𝑙

𝐴
 

Measuring the resistance R and knowing the precise device geometry allows to 

calculating from resistance of the material, to the resistivity of the material by eliminating 

l and A, and comparing the resistance at two different temperatures. Because ρ0 increases 

with density of crystalline defects, a more uniform crystal has a p0 closer to zero.  

It is important to note that this “device geometry” can be very fickle – it depends 

entirely on your contacts, the resistance of which should be eliminated by the 4-point 

measurement system.  Rewiring a chip creates basically a new device with a different 

geometry since l will change. Unstable contacts can (and will) 1) change the geometry of 

your device, leading to unknown resistivity 2) if removed entirely, will create a 3-point 
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measurement system, in which contact resistance cannot be ignored and 3) if a small gap 

is between the pad of the contact bond, and the conducting material, a tiny capacitor will 

be generated and result in wild RT results. An example of some of the mayhem caused 

by contacts can be found in Figure 9, where both 9a) and 9b) show different RT 

distortions caused by electrical contact failure. For these reasons, RT measurements with 

negative resistance should be heavily suspect.  

 

 

Finally, there are many ways of determining Tc from an RT graph – by eye, by 

calculating curvature, or by taking the first derivative. Each one will select Tc at slightly 

different values, with different degrees of reproducibility. In my work, I find it is the 

most reliable to use the peak of the first derivative, as seen in Figure 10.  

Figure 9: a) Sami-failure of electrical contact. The transition to superconducting is still 
visible. b) Dramatic failure of contacts which produced a "negative resistance" reading, 
due to capacitance. 
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In the figure, the This way, the peak is highly reproducible and unambiguous in 

its coordinate value. It is also easier to see transitions in Tc, either from older, lower 

quality, or damaged films as the entire peak will shift more dramatically than as in the 

other determination methods.  

  

Figure 10: (Black line) typical RT measurement (Pink line) First derivative of the RT measurement, where the tip 
of the peak is considered to be Tc. 
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Chapter 3: Bromine Etching of Patterned YBa2Cu3O6+x Nanoscale 

Thin Films for High Temperature Superconducting Devices 

Miranda L. Vinay, Jay C. LeFebvre, Han Cai, Joseph Forman, and Shane Cybart* 

 

 

Abstract 

Cuprate high temperature superconducting (HTS) thin films like YBa2Cu3O6+x 

(YBCO) are subject to reduction reactions with CO2 and H2O. This poses a challenge for 

processing and storing nanoscale devices made from these films. A 1% bromine-ethanol 

etchant solution was investigated as a facile processing method for thin 50-nm films of 

patterned YBCO. Raman scattering, EDS, AFM and HIM imaging show changes in the 

surface morphology and composition. RT measurements show electrical changes to a 

depth of ~3 nm after bromination and a slight reduction in Tc (86.5 K to 86.4 K). We 

conclude that bromination YBCO has minimal electrical consequences. 

 

Introduction 

High-temperature superconductivity was arguably one of the most exciting 

discoveries of the 20th century. The ceramic cuprate YBa2Cu3O6+x (YBCO) is one of the 

most popular high temperature superconducting (HTS) materials, the thin films of which 

are used in variety of applications such as qubits in quantum computing,15 analog to 

digital converters,16 neuromorphic circuits,17 and among innumerable others. This HTS 

material boasts a critical temperature (Tc) of 93 K,66 making superconducting devices 

more practical for consumer applications as they can be cooled by liquid nitrogen (which 
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has a boiling temperature of 77 K) instead of expensive liquid helium which boils close 

to absolute zero (at 4 K).  

When used in devices such as Josephson junctions (JJs), the comprising 

superconducting thin films have thicknesses on the order of 20 to 200 nm.67 New methods 

of JJ fabrication, such as Focused Helium Ion Beam (FIB) technology, require even 

tighter thickness parameters, on the order of tens of nanometers as the depth of beam 

penetration is dependent on the beam energy. The rate of environmental degradation is 

proportional to decreasing film thickness.28 This creates urgency for new nanoscale-

friendly processing for upcoming generations of fabricated devices, as thinner films are 

subject to faster rates environmental degradation due to an increased surface-area-to-

volume-ratio.  

The chemistry of YBCO degradation can be explained by reduction reactions with 

molecules in the air such as CO2 and H2O
41 deplete the saturation of oxygen within the 

crystal, leading to poorer electronic device performance such as lowering Tc. In YBCO, 

electronic properties (and particularly the Tc) are variable and depend on the 

concentration of oxygen within the crystal lattice as it deviates from 6 to 7 moles per 

formula unit. Below a mole ratio of 6.2 O/f.u., superconductivity is completely destroyed 

as the material changes from a superconducting orthorhombic crystal structure to an 

insulating tetragonal unit cell.18 Therefore, protecting YBCO and its precious high 

oxygen concentration presents challenges in the storage of YBCO-based devices such as 

JJs without compromising their superconducting performance. 
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From an electronic perspective, protecting this material from the environment 

poses a unique challenge for nanoscale devices. First, the superconducting state is 

facilitated by the mixed 2+ and 3+ oxidation states of copper atoms within the material. 

In turn, these oxidation states are linked to the concentration of oxygen. This is 

contradictory to most other passivation endeavors: YBCO must maintain oxidation, 

while traditional methods aim to prevent oxidation. Additionally, device processing 

methods must not interfere with their electrical performance, avoiding pitfalls such as 

lowering Tc or introducing 1/f noise into magnetic measurements from molecular surface 

adsorption 

To this effort, previous methods of surface passivation for YBCO have been 

numerous and diverse, with several approaches purposefully damaging the surface of the 

film in order to protect the remaining HTS film underneath.29,30 Other methods use a 

variety of coatings – including metal,36 oxide,41 carbon,57 and polymer coatings38 with 

some success for various applications. However, in order for this process to be optimized 

for nanoscale device fabrication, the method must avoid difficult processing, lattice 

mismatch (resulting in poor thermal cycling of the devices), the diffusion of metal ions 

into and out of the YBCO itself, and the diffusion of CO2 and H2O molecules through 

the coating. The majority of these studies have focused on bulk material or thick films 

(>100 nm), and are unexplored for nanoscale thin films. Furthermore, bromine is gaining 

popularity both as an etchant68,69 and as a passivation method for solar cells70,71, 

nanocrystals,72 and silicon wafers73. 
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In this study, the chemical reagent bromine has been studied as a facile means of 

processing HTS cuprate surfaces without altering the electrical properties of the thin 

films. This study performed Br-surface reactions on 50-nm thick YBCO thin films.  We 

expect the film to form several reaction products: copper (II) bromide, barium dibromide, 

and yttrium-bromide-oxygen complexes attached to the film’s surface. 

  

 

This reaction can be found in Figure 11. Here, we investigate the effects of this 

product formation on the electrical properties of the 50-nm thin films as a foundation for 

future work with nanoscale electronics. Work by Lamine Mohamed Kollakoye Dieng 

proposed that bromine does not enter to YBCO lattice, but rather forms nanoclusters of 

lattice fragments of Br-0(4)-Ba-Cu(l)Cu(2) chains.65 It is these surface interactions which 
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Figure 12. a) Photolithography pattern b) patterned device circuitry c) full chip after bromination, 
scale bar 1 mm. 

Figure 11: Bromine and YBCO reaction products 
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are of interest to thin films and nanoelectronics, possibly serving as a means to maintain 

oxygen content of the greater lattice in the film.  

The films used in this study were patterned with a gold circuit via 

photolithography, the pattern of which and resulting device can found in Figure 12. The 

lingering products of the reaction and the electrical consequences have been measured 

through Raman scattering, helium ion microscope (HIM) imaging, Energy-Dispersive X-

ray Spectroscopy (EDS), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), and resistance-temperature 

(RT) measurements. This experiment allows us to precisely measure the electrical 

changes in the material after passivation in terms of electrical thickness, Tc, and residual 

resistivity.  

 

 

Results 

Nanoscale images were taken of both surfaces via helium ion microscope (HIM) 

and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The HIM images were taken of two patterned 

YBCO surfaces, one with bromine treatment and one without and are shown in 

Figure 13. These images show the impact of bromine treatment on the YBCO surface. 

After treatment, the surface appears to be much more rough, with many inclusions when 

compared to the untreated sample. Here, we observe several products on the order of 

hundreds of nanometers in scale which are stuck to the YBCO surface.  
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Figure 13: HIM images of the YBCO surface before (top) and after (middle) bromination at a) 35.00 µm b) 0.35 µm c) 0.700 
µm d) 35.00 µm e) 6.00 µm f) 0.500 µm FOV. Images of crystalline shapes appearing on the surface of the brominated sample 
(bottom) with g) many inclusions at 10.00 µm h) a triangular inclusion at 0.700 µm and i) a rhombic inclusion at 
0.900 µm FOV. 
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In order to further show the change in surface roughness, atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) images were taken as shown in Figure 14. The top images show an identically 

fabricated patterned film and the bottom images show the film after bromine processing. 

From left to right, Figure 14a and c show the samples via height sensing and Figure 14b 

and d show the films via magnetic sensing. From these images, we can see a dramatic 

change in the surface morphology after the bromination process and an overall increase 

in surface roughness after treatment.   

Figure 14: AFM images of brominated (c-d) and unbrominated (a-b) patterned YBCO. a) and c) are height 
profiles, b) and d) are magnetic profiles 
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Compositional analysis to confirm the presence of bromine on the surface were 

done via Raman spectroscopy and energy dispersion x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Expected 

reaction products are taken from Vasquez et. al. as well as Mukhopadhyay and Wei. 

Using Photoelectron X-Ray Spectroscopy (XPS), they report products of YBr3, BaBr3, 

and CuBr in 1:4:3 product ratios32 and YBr3, YBrO3 complexes, and electronic 

restructuring of Ba2+ and Cu2+ ions,74 respectively. With these products in mind, Raman 

spectroscopy was performed on both unbrominated and brominated samples. Figure 15 

shows a Raman spectra taken from 100-750 cm-1 of characteristic YBCO peaks for the 

brominated (red) and unbrominated (black) samples.  

Figure 15: Raman spectra of YBCO on a sapphire substrate from 100-750 cm 1. The black line represents an 
unbrominated sample and the red represents a brominated sample. 
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Comparing the two spectra, historically identifiable shared peaks are as follows: 

~147 cm-1 which has been reported to be a Cu-B2g vibration,75 likely within the YBCO 

structure and its environmental reduction reaction products but shifted by ~2 cm-1 from 

the original 1992 study. The peak at ~209 cm-1, which has been reported to be a O(4) B2g 

vibration inside of YBCO;76 and ~340 cm-1 has been reported by several authors to be an 

O(2,3)-B1g vibration.77 Peaks at ~380, ~418, and ~430 has been identified by Lorenz et. 

al. to arise from the sapphire substrate supporting the YBCO thin film.78 At ~466 cm-1, a 

~2 cm-1 shift occurs between the unbrominated (466 cm-1) and brominated (467 cm-1) 

samples. Both of these samples show a shift from the literature data, which presents a 

peak characteristic of tetragonal-phase YBCO at ~463 cm-1.77 A theoretical peak reported 

by Thomsen et. al. reports an O(2,3)-B3g vibration at 544 cm-1, which is seen in this 

spectra at ~545 cm-1 in the unbrominated spectrum and shift to ~547 cm-1 in the 

brominated sample.79  

Peaks shown in both spectra at ~109 cm-1, ~403 cm-1, and ~704 cm-1 have not 

been identified and require further study. Peaks not seen in the unbrominated sample, but 

appear in the brominated sample include in this spectra peaks at ~188 cm-1, ~501 cm-1 

and ~627 cm-1. The first of these peaks may be evidence of reaction product remaining 

on the surface after the ethanol wash. Stepakova et. al reports a copper (II) bromide 

(CuBr2) peak at ~189 cm-1.75 The second peak can be identified as an O(4)-Ag apex 

oxygen peak at ~500 cm-1.76 The collection of peaks centered around ~627 cm-1 take the 
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same shape as those reported by Zhang et. al, but are shifted from ~540 cm-1. This could 

be due to the difference in film thickness. 

Figure 16 shows unbrominated and brominated Raman spectra taken from 

2300 cm-1 to 2500 cm-1. While the Raman of the unbrominated sample shows minimal 

activity, two sets of Raman-active peaks are shown in the brominated sample at 

2438 cm-1. Apreyan et. al. reports Raman-active peaks at ~2439 cm-1 to be bromic 

acid (HBr).80  

Figure 16: Raman spectra of unbrominated (black) and brominated (red) samples from 2300-2500 cm-1. The 
sloped background was removed for the brominated sample. 
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After Raman analysis, further compositional analysis was done using Energy 

Dispersion X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS). This poses a particular challenge, as EDS 

software commonly misidentifies bromine and aluminum, due to their close 

characteristic energies, BrLα at 1.480 keV and AlKα at 1.487 keV, respectfully.81 In our 

sample, the substrate contains aluminum which will muddle the relative concentrations 

of each element. For this reason, only the higher energy BrKα at 11.907 keV is reliable 

for element identification. The resulting spectra can be found in Figure 17, which depicts 

the higher energy spectra with an inset showing a small, but present, bromine Kα peak. 

With this analysis, we can confirm the formation of bromine products on the surface.  

Figure 17: EDS spectra in the high energy (6-24 keV) range. The inset shows the BrKα peak. 
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Finally, to test the viability in application, resistance-temperature (RT) 

measurements were done on the same sample before and after bromination share similar 

electrical properties, as shown in Figure 18. Figure 18a shows a plot of resistance versus 

temperature for both the unbrominated YBCO and the brominated YBCO samples, as 

well as the same brominated YBCO sample measured 8 days after storage in air. As seen 

in the graph, there is good agreement between the cooling experiment and the following 

warming experiment. It should be noted that noise arising from contacts was eliminated 

in the warming experiment of the unbrominated sample. Additional characterization of 

the film arises from the patterned YBCO surface, which allows for precise 

electrical measurements.  

  

a b 

Figure 18: Electronic properties of a patterned YBCO sample before (black), immediately after the bromination 
reaction (green), and measured again 8 days after bromination. a) (left) shows RT measurements, with slight 
variations in the starting resistances. b) (right) shows the first derivative of the RT measurements in a).  The darker 
clines represent the data taken from the cooling measurement (T → 77 K), and the lighter colors represent that from 
the warming measurement. 
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Additionally, as the bromine etches only the surface of the film, the electrical 

thickness of the brominated sample after the reaction can be found via mathematical 

calculation. The starting films were commercially purchased to be 50-nm thick, giving a 

resistivity calculation of 892.6 µΩ/cm using the following calculation: 

 

𝜌 290 𝐾 =
𝑅 ×  𝑡 ×  𝑤

𝐿
 

 

Where ρ is the resistivity in µΩ/cm, R is the resistance at 290 K, t is the thickness 

of the film, w is the width of the channel, and L is the length of the channel. Using this 

relationship, we can calculate a new film thickness by assuming that the resistivity has 

not changed after treatment. Using the brominated film resistance at 290 K, the 

bromination reaction (1% Br in ethanol for 5 seconds) was found to poison the surface at 

3 nm deep, leaving an effective electrical thickness of ~47 nm.  

Figure 18b shows the first derivative of the resistance from Figure 18a. From 

this manipulation, the Tc can be determined by the center of the peak. It can be seen that 

there are small differences in Tc between the unbrominated and brominated samples, with 

the brominated samples having a slightly lower critical temperature at 86.5 K and 86.4 K, 

respectively. The brominated sample has a Tc of 86 K one week after bromination, 

indicating slight degradation of the thin film.  
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Conclusion 

The literature reports several reaction products, namely CuBr, CuBr2, YBr3, and 

YBrO3 complexes. The AFM and HIM images show a distinct change in the YBCO 

surface before and after bromination, with several crystalline species forming on the 

surface. While Vasquez et. al. shows the possibility of both CuBr and CuBr2 species 

forming after the bromination reaction, no evidence of CuBr peaks were found. However, 

there is the possibility of CuBr2 formation, which has been characterized in this study by 

Raman spectroscopy with a forming in the brominated sample at ~188 nm. Additionally, 

the rhombic structures appearing on the YBCO surface could be evidence of a monoclinic 

unit cell structure, which CuBr2 has and CuBr does not (monoclinic versus cubic, 

respectively), but this speculation is qualitative. Combined, this data suggests that the 

bromine reacts with YBCO to form Cu2+ products, not Cu+1 products as postulated in the 

Vasquez et. al. study. Further characterization such as compositional surface analysis is 

needed.  

Additionally, while both the Vasquez et. al. and the Mukhopadhyay and Wei 

studies both showed evidence of the formation of YBr3 after bromine etching, no Raman 

peaks could be identified against existing literature for this compound in this study. 

However, the YBrO3 complexes postulated to be on the surface by XPS in previous 

studies have not yet been recorded via Raman spectroscopy and cannot be identified. As 

with the formation of the copper products, additional compositional surface analysis will 

be necessary to confirm surface species. Our results are consistent with the previous 
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literature positing bromine as a nanocluster of copper and oxygen lattice fragments, but 

unable to exclude the existence of YBrO3 compounds.  

For electrical characterization, geometrically precise measurements were 

completed comparing unbrominated and brominated YBCO surfaces for the first time. 

Here, we found that lingering etchant products on the surface have a minimal impact on 

the performance of thin films. We conclude that these products should not impact the 

performance of thin films that are used in devices such as JJs, and may serve as a possible 

means of facile processing that is easily integrated into device fabrication.  

The summary of this study is as follows: Thin films of patterned YBCO were 

etched in dilute bromine-ethanol solution in an investigation for the deterioration of 

electronic performance with respect to nanoscale devices. Lingering reaction products on 

the surface are postulated to be CuBr2 and possibly copper or yttrium bromine oxide 

complexes. Additionally, the bromination of the surface results in minor changes to the 

electrical properties of YBCO and leaves bromine processing as an avenue to explore for 

etching nanoscale films for HTS devices. Further work on this project may integrate this 

process into the fabrication of nanoscale electronic devices such as JJs and, ultimately, 

superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDS). It is necessary for further 

research to measure the impacts of such treatment on device performance.  
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Experimental Methods 

Fabrication 

The YBCO chips are fabricated from a 5 x 5 mm wide, 50-nm thick YBCO wafer 

purchased from Ceraco GmBH. Electrodes were patterned onto the chips via 

photolithography and ion milling. After the pattern was fabricated, a second 

photolithography step was performed to open up a “window” of YBCO where bromine 

treatments could occur by removing the patterned gold. This process allows for the 

accurate determination of electrical properties such as resistivity by eliminating contact 

resistance. The pattern can be found in Figure 12. The leads in the center of the pattern 

are 2-µm thick. 

 

Etching 

The photoresist was removed by washing in acetone, then the chips were submerged 

in the 1% Br in Ethanol solution for 5 seconds and thereafter washed with pure ethanol 

to quench the reaction. The solution consisted of 200 proof pure ethanol purchased from 

Koptec and 99.8% bromine liquid purchased from Alfa Aesar.  

 

Characterization 

Brominated and un-brominated chips were imaged using a Zeiss Orion NanoFab 

Helium Focused Ion Beam. The accelerating voltage was 31 kV, the beam current was 

0.5 pA, the FOV varied between 35 to 0.5 µm and the dwell time was 10 µs. The beam 
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spot size is estimated to be ~3 nm.23 AFM images were taken with an AIST-NT AFM 

using Bruker OTESPA-R3 300 KHz tips. Raman measurements were performed on both 

brominated and un-brominated patterned YBCO chips with a Horiba LabRam 784 nm 

Raman microscope with the laser at 200 mW and 100% power. EDS measurements were 

performed with a TESCAN Ve-ga3 SBH, scanning at 20 KV for 5 minutes. The resulting 

spectra was analyzed using ESPRIT Compact. Electrical measurements were done via a 

4-point measurement system dipped in liquid nitrogen. Electrical measurements were 

taken on the same sample both before, immediately after bromination, and one week after 

passivation etching to measure any changes in electrical behavior due to this process.  
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Chapter 4: The Effects of Bromine Etching on Nanoscale YBCO-

based Josephson Junctions  

Miranda L. Vinay, Han Cai, Joseph Forman, and Shane Cybart* 

 

Abstract 

High-temperature superconductor YBa2Cu3O6+x (YBCO) thin films degrade in air. 

Previous work showed that brominating YBCO does not hinder the film’s 

superconductivity. Here, bromination was studied in YBCO Josephson junctions (JJs) – 

namely, the current-voltage and magnetic characteristics. We compared two processes: 

First, bromination before junction-writing and second, bromination after junction-

writing. We conclude: Bromination does not destroy the electrical properties of JJs, as 

demonstrated by current-voltage characteristics and Fraunhofer-pattern-like critical 

current - magnetic field characteristics. Also, brominated films remain sensitive to ion 

irradiation, and thus are suitable for direct-writing junctions via focused helium ion beam. 

Finally, bromination before junction-writing is more practical. 

 

 

Introduction 

Josephson Junctions (JJs) are fundamental devices in which quantum Cooper pairs tunnel 

through a non-superconducting barrier. They have many applications and are known for 

their magnetic sensing capabilities when combined into superconducting quantum 

interference devices (SQUIDs).82 One of the techniques for fabricating the well-known 
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superconductor YBa2Cu3Ox+6 (YBCO) JJs relies on the use of a focused helium ion beam 

(FHIB),83 in which YBCO is irradiated via a helium ion microscope (HIM). This ion 

beam creates disorder in the crystalline YBCO films, changing the material from a 

superconductor to an insulator via ion irradiation.24 Because of its limited depth, thin 

films used for FHIB fabrication must be very thin, increasing their surface-area-to-

volume ratio as compared to their thicker counterparts. These thinner films are subjected 

to higher rates of environmental degradation, necessitating a means of protecting the 

surface of these thin films to combat the reduction reactions occurring on the YBCO 

surface.84 However, any method of passivation must not destroy the fabricated JJs.  

 Bromination has been gaining popularity as an etchant for several uses.68,71 It has 

been demonstrated by previous studies that bromination remains of the surface of YBCO 

after etching,32,74 and that it does not inhibit the material properties of the YBCO itself 

as found in a previous study.85 However, the question still remains for how bromination 

affects the performance of devices such as Josephson junctions. Further still, the question 

remains on how to integrate such a chemical treatment into the existing fabrication 

processes. There are two candidate positions in which chemical bromination may fit into 

FHIB JJ fabrication methods. These are demonstrated in Figure 19a. In Process 1 (named 

“JJ first”), the bromination occur after the full fabrication process (which consists of 

photolithography and ion milling for electrical patterning, and then writing the junctions 

with the helium ion microscope). Process 2 (named “Br first”) inserts bromination after 

patterning but before writing the junction itself with the FHIB. 
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These processes give rise to two questions; Does bromination destroy existing JJs in 

YBCO? And, respectively; Does bromination destroy the YBCO film such that it is no 

longer sensitive to disorder via FHIB?  

 

Figure 19: a) Optical microscope photo of the "20-bridge" chip pattern b) chronological scheme denoting where 
in the fabrication process bromine treatment is inserted c) illustration showing the fabrication process for each 
half of the chip 
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 This paper explores both of these questions with the following: a half-and-half 

chip, identical on both sides, where after photolithography half of it has been written with 

junctions, but half has not. This process is illustrated in Figure 19 along with an optical 

microscope image of the chip. As seen in Figure 19c, when bromination occurs, the chip 

is left with half of its junctions being written prior to chemical treatment. After 

bromination, the plain side has junctions written into it and both sides are measured. This 

ensures that the chemical treatment of both sides of the chip are identical, and the only 

variable being when in the fabrication process in which bromination occurs. 

We expected this process to have minimal impacts on the performance of JJs. 

Firstly, because our previous work in this endeavor has showed minimal electrical 

consequences in the material after bromination for thin films of YBCO, and secondly, 

because bromination is a surface phenomenon, which does not penetrate the depth of the 

film where JJs are written.  

Here, the 35 nm-YBCO films topped with 200 nm of gold were patterned with an 

electronic circuit via photolithograph and argon ion milling. All JJs were directly written 

via FHIB. We evaluate the JJ device performance with three measures: 1) Resistance 

temperature (RT) measurements, which show the critical temperature (Tc) of the YBCO 

film, while 2) Current-Voltage (IV) measurements and 3) critical current - magnetic field 

measurements (IcB) prove the existence of the JJ and expose JJ behavior. The JJs for each 

process were measured with a dip probe in liquid helium. Additionally, helium ion 

microscope (HIM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images are taken to show the 

film before and after bromination. Finally, electron dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) 
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measurements are included information to prove successful bromination with 

elemental analysis.  

 

Results 

Nanoscale images taken via HIM (Figure 20) show the surface before and after 

bromination. As seen in the image, bromination damages the surface of the film, resulting 

in more surface features. In the figure, images 2a) and 2b) show the surface prior to 

bromination. While there are some features on the surface, they are rare and the surface 

is mostly smooth. In images 20c) and 20d), it can be seen that the brominated surface has 

many small imperfections in the surface as a result of chemical treatment as more 

Figure 20: HIM Images of the surface before bromination at a) 1.5 µm FOV, b) 10 µm FOV and after bromination 
at c) 1 µm FOV, d) 5 µm FOV 
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nanoscale reaction products are seen as stuck on the surface. AFM images tell a similar 

story – the surfaces before and after bromination are found in Figure 21, with 21a) and 

21b) showing an untreated surface and 21c) and 21d) showing the surface after 

bromination. This is consistent with the results found in previous work.85  

 

In order to show preserved superconductivity after bromination, a resistance-

temperature measurement of the chip after bromination is shown in Figure 22. From this, 

it can be seen that the Tc of the YBCO is at 94 K, and that the material superconducts.  

 

 

Figure 21: AFM images taken before (a and b) and after (c and d) bromination 
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I-V measurements are presented in Figure 23. Figure 5a) shows an I-V 

characteristic of a junction without bromination, using standard HIM fabrication 

techniques, 5b) shows a junction I-V characteristic following fabrication Process 1 from 

Scheme 1, and 5c) shows a junction I-V characteristic following fabrication Process 2, 

also detailed in Scheme 1. Comparing the resistances of the junctions, the unbrominated 

sample has an R of 12.02 Ω, the Process 1 junction has a resistance of 11.58 Ω, and the 

Process 2 junction has a resistance of 7.26 Ω. The IcB characteristic Fraunhofer patterns 

inlaid into each I-V curve show that the junction critical current is still sensitive/respond 

to the external magnetic field even after bromination, which demonstrates that the 

bromination procedure in both processes has not destroyed junction characteristics.  

Figure 22: Resistance-temperature measurement of the brominated chip, showing a Tc of 94 K. 
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Figure 23: I-V characteristics of a) an unbrominated junction b) a Process 1 “JJ First” junction and c) a Process 2 
or “Br First” junction. All junctions exhibit a Fraunhofer pattern and the respective junction resistances are 
12.02 Ω, 11.58 Ω, and 7.26 Ω, respectively. 
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Furthermore, the successful writing of a JJ in Process 2 (“Br first”) indicates that 

bromination is restricted to the surface, leaving the underlying layers of YBCO 

undamaged and therefore sensitive to disorder via helium irradiation.  

Finally, in order to prove successful bromination, we ran EDS measurements on 

the chemically treated chip. The results are shown here, in Figure 24, where a small peak 

at BrKα at 11.907 keV is observed. As noted in the previous study,85 only the Kα peak is 

observed due to significant overlap with Aluminum for lower-energy bromine peaks.81 

 

Figure 24: EDS spectra in the high energy (10-20 keV) range. The inset shows the BrKα peak at 11.907 KeV. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, we find that bromination does not significantly harm junction 

characteristics in YBCO direct-write JJs, paving the way for the surface passivation of 

nanoscale devices from reduction reactions in the air via chemical processing. 

Additionally, bromination is restricted to the surface of YBCO thin films, leaving the 

underlying YBCO film undamaged and therefore viable for writing junctions. In doing 

this, we find that each of the fabrication processes have benefits and drawbacks. A benefit 

of Process 1 (JJs written before bromination), is that it is not necessary to outgas the 

sample after solution chemistry in order to protect the vacuum of the HFIB. However, it 

should also be noted that the bromination chemistry is very precise and can easily etch 

away the entire thin film (destroying any junctions) if the YBCO film is etched for too 

long. For this reason, and because a properly brominated film is still sensitive to 

distortion via irradiation, we believe that Process 2, or brominating the film before 

junction-writing, is the better method for integrating bromination chemistry into existing 

JJ fabrication methods via helium ion beam.  
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Experimental Methods 

Fabrication 

The fabrication of the patterned YBCO chip can be found in the supporting information 

of our previous work.9 The pattern can be found in Figure 19.  

 

Etching 

The photoresist was removed by washing in acetone, then the chips were submerged 

in the 0.05% Br in 200 proof pure Ethanol purchased from Koptec solution for 5 seconds, 

after which it was washed with pure ethanol to quench the reaction. The bromine used 

was 99.8% bromine liquid purchased from Alfa Aesar. Then, the sample was left under 

vacuum overnight to outgas any remaining solvent on the chip.  

 

Characterization 

HIM, AFM, and EDS measurements were done according to the procedure outlined in 

previous work.9 Junctions were fabricated via FHIB using direct-write helium ion 

irradiation. An ion dose of 1.75 × 1016  𝐻𝑒+ 𝑐𝑚2⁄  was irradiated on the 30 nm-thick 

YBCO to create a very narrow insulating barrier for the YBCO junction. The junction 

used in this paper is of about ~3 µm in junction width. 

 Electrical and magnetic measurements were done in a shielded room via a 4-point dip 

probe dipped in liquid helium. Current-voltage characteristics were current biased via a 

1 Hz sinewave signal sweep from a waveform function generator. Junction current was 
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determined by measuring the voltage across a known resistor in series and calculated by 

𝐼 = 𝑉/𝑅. The junction voltage is measured by the voltage across the junction, and all 

output signals were readout by a low noise preamplifier. Critical current-magnetic field 

characteristics were measured with a 10 Hz fast sinewave current bias and a 10 mHz slow 

sinewave magnetic current applied to a copper coil in order to produce a magnetic field. 

In this measurement, the junction critical current is modified by the applied magnetic 

field, and we can obtain the critical current of the junction under various magnetic fields 

through the I-V measurement. 
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Chapter 5: Investigation of Superconducting Failure in YBCO 

Films after Several Thermal Cycles 

Miranda L. Vinay, Shane Cybart* 

Abstract 

Devices made from thin films of YBCO have limited device longevity. Seemingly 

randomly, the superconductivity of this material is sometimes destroyed after few 

electrical measurements. This poses a problem for commercial devices made from these 

materials, as they can be unreliable. The reason for this failure may lie in material strain 

induced by thermal cycling – causing cracks or defects which either break the electrical 

circuit or otherwise destroy the material superconductivity. In this experiment, we cycled 

thin (35 nm) and thick (800 nm) YBCO films from 280 to 85 K and measured changes 

in their resistance-temperature profile. After 6 (thick film) and 10 (thin film) thermal 

cycles, no significant degradation in the electrical properties of the material was 

observed. Through this experiment, lattice effects and thermal cycling can be eliminated 

as potential causes of device degradation. 

 

Introduction  

Nanoscale superconducting devices such as Superconducting Quantum 

Interference Devices (SQUIDs)86 and their fundamental counterpart, Josephson 

Junctions (JJs)87, typically rely on multilayer structures of the superconductor YBCO. 
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Even growing thin films of YBCO rely on lattice matching between unlikely crystals: 

typically consisting of a cubic substrate, a thin buffer layer (often CeO), and YBCO. 

Superconducting YBCO has an orthorhombic crystal structure.88  This means that the 

interfaces between the material and the substrate are subject to many forms of material 

stress, especially for films below 1 µm in thickness.25 This poses a challenge for 

nanoscale HTS devices, which require thicknesses below 40 nm in order to utilize ion 

irradiation fabrication.24  

 Fluctuating temperatures cause material expansion and compression, and 

different materials experience these effects to varying and often mismatched degrees. In 

superconductors, even the fabrication temperature can have dramatic effects on overall 

superconducting performance.89 Superconductors at ambient pressure can only reach 

their critical temperature, Tc, at cryogenic temperatures. This results in extreme 

fluctuation in temperature over the course of a superconducting device’s lifetime. 

Excluding fabrication temperatures (which are often hundreds of degrees Celsius), 

operating and storage temperatures for superconducting electronics often range from 

room temperature (~300 K) down to hundreds of degrees negative Celsius (4-77 K). Even 

for “high-temperature” superconductors like YBCO, Tc can only be reached at slightly 

above liquid nitrogen temperatures at 93 K.  

Because of the material strain due to thinner films of YBCO being grown on 

unideal substrates, and the effects of thermal expansion and compression, it is 

hypothesized that the stress induced by repeated use may be responsible for the 
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spontaneous failure of superconducting devices made from YBCO thin films of less 

than 40 nm.  

In order to investigate the effects of thermal cycling on material performance, 

thick (800 nm) and thin (35 nm) YBCO films were submerged in liquid nitrogen over 

several thermal cycles. It was found that thermal cycling has minimal consequences for 

the performance of YBCO films, meaning that the spontaneous failure of HTS devices 

must be attributed to other processes, such as environmental degradation.  

 

 

Results 

Thick films were chosen in this experiment because they are less likely to 

experience superconductivity failure, as they have several stress-relieving layers of 

YBCO. Thus, the thick film in this experiment exhibited no change in superconductivity 

with respect to thermal cycling. The results of this cycling can be found in Figure 25. 

There are changes in the starting resistance and in the resulting extrapolated resistivity, 

ρ0, but this can be attributed to new bonding for each thermal cycle. Unfortunately, 

neither silver painted nor wire-bonded contacts survived more than 1 thermal cycle and 

had to be replaced between every trial. This slightly changes the electrical area, resulting 

in inconsistent starting resistances. Also due to this affect, resistivity is not a reliable 

measurement as the dabs of silver paint are amorphous and do not have exactly known 

geometries. 
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 From Figure 25, it can be seen that superconductivity is not destroyed over the 

thermal cycles from 280-84 K. These samples prove to be predictably robust. 

More information can be gleaned from the critical temperature and transition 

width. These are shown in Figure 26, which exhibits the first derivative of the resistance 

found in Figure 24. Here, the Tc can be seen as the global peak in the derivative. This 

graph shows some variation in both Tc and ∆T.  

  

Figure 25: Thick (800 nm) films of YBCO on MgO substrate that was measured over 6 thermal cycles. The 
contacts in this measurement are silver paint, which accounts for the changes in starting resistance. 
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This graph shows no obvious correlation between the number of thermal cycles and 

critical temperature. From this, we can conclude that the Tc of YBCO naturally varies 

between runs of thermal cycling, due to temperature noise in the measurement system. 

Additionally, for 5 out of the 6 thermal cycles, there is seemingly no change in ∆T. The 

numerical results of this study can be found in Table 1. While there is a slight change in 

ρ0 in the last thermal cycle, superconductivity is not significantly hindered throughout all 

six cycles.  

  

Figure 26: First derivative of the R(T) from Figure 24. Here, changes in critical temperature and transition width 
are more easily determined. 
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Table 1: Results from 6 thermal cycles of 800 nm YBCO films 

Cycle TC (K) ΔT (K) 

1 87.4 0.7 

3 88.3 0.7 

4 87.4 0.7 

5 88.8 0.7 

6 88.7 1.0 

 

After investigating thick films, a 35 nm thin film of YBCO was measured over 

10 thermal cycles. In these measurements, the contacts are changes from silver paint to 

wire bonding, giving more precise geometries and allowing for the comparison of 

resistivities. After 10 cycles, the material also still exhibited superconductivity, and no 

material failure was observed. Cycles 4, 7, and 10 are presented in Figure 27. In this 

figure, the transition width and the critical temperature are remarkably similar. For this 

reason, only selected RT’s were chosen so as to not crowd the figure. Each of the cycles 

in Figure 27 shows nearly identical electrical performance between the runs, with very 

small deviations in ρ0. There are small noise features in the RT measurements, as seen in 

particular in Runs 7 and 10. This is likely a result of measurement noise and contact 

resistance, which can sometimes falter as temperature decreases. Such noise cannot be 

attributed to mechanical or material degradation.  
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 A more detailed look at the changed in electrical properties can be found in 

Figure 28. Figure 28a shows the changed in Tc across all 10 runs for each leg of the full 

thermal cycling experiment. There is a clear trend which shows that the Tc appears to be 

higher for cooling experiments rather than for cooling experiments. This likely is due to 

the means by which Tc is chosen – through the first derivative of the resistivity curve. 

Because the cooling experiments show a more drastic change at the higher end of the 

transition temperature, the peak in the first derivative may be skewed towards the higher 

number. For the cooling experiments, there appears to be a slight correlation towards  

Figure 27: Resistivity versus Temperature of selected cycles of a 35 nm YBCO wafer as it is thermal cycled from 
room temperature to below Tc. 
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Figure 28: The squares represent cool-down experiments (from ~300 to ~80 K) and the triangles represent the 
corresponding warp-up experiment (from ~80 to~300 K). a) shows the correlation between thermal cycling “run” 
number versus Tc. b) shows thermal cycling run versus ∆T, and c) shows the average resistivity of each run at set 
temperature values; namely 280, 90, and 84 K. d) shows a plot of ρ0 versus run number.    
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higher Tc with the increasing runs. However, this is likely a feature of the calculation 

rather than the material itself, as Figure 28b shows no significant variation in the 

transition width for any of the runs, except for a depression in Run 2 where the 

measurement contacts faltered, and then ultimately broke during Run 3. This is the first 

clue against lasting material effects due to thermal cycling. Figure 28c shows the average 

resistivity at specific temperatures – in this case, 280 K, 90 K, and 84 K, just after the 

observed Tc. It should be noted that for Runs 6 and 10, the material was not fully cooled 

to 84 K and thus there are no data points for these trials. The remaining plotted 

resistivities, at all temperatures, are extremely consistent – another clue against thermal 

cycling material effects.  

 The final argument against critical material strain induced by thermal cycling is 

through RHO 0, found in Figure 28d. Because of the faulty contacts in Runs 1-3, these 

trials are excluded from this figure. What can be seen in Runs 4-10 is a remarkably stable 

material. As ρ0 measures the material defects independent of temperature effects, induced 

cracked in the material would be seen in this parameter. Instead, no significant deviations 

between trials are observed. This cements the conclusion that thermal cycling is not a 

major contributor to superconductivity failure in thin films of YBCO.  

 

Conclusion 

Thermal cycling affects the superconductivity of neither thick nor thin films for 

up to 10 thermal cycles between 280 and 85 K. Because of the remarkable consistency 

of the results, it is unlikely that thermal effects alone are responsible for any HTS 
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device failures, as it is reasonable to assume that, without much exposure to air, 

moisture, or other corrosive effects, these conditions will remain. As such, it is 

necessary to explore alternative means of YBCO degradation as responsible for 

destroying the superconductivity of HTS devices.  

 

Experimental 

Two films were measured. First, a thick film of 800 nm YBCO on top of a MgO 

substrate was measured. Second, a 35 nm, 5 x 5 mm wide YBCO film on an LAO 

substrate was purchased from Ceraco GmBH. In order to measure the resistivity of the 

thin film, the chip was patterned via photolithography. Thermal cycling experiments 

were performed on both chips with a 4-point measuring system in which a vacuum 

probe was repeatedly dipped in liquid nitrogen, and the electrical properties were 

recorded against temperature from 280 to 85 K. For the thick film, the contacts were 

painted onto the probe with silver paint. The thin film was wire-bonded to the 

measurement probe to better record consistent measurements. In-between 

measurements, the chip was stored inside of the vacuumed probe and the exposure to 

air was limited. When wire bonds would break between measurements, they were 

replaced in air. For each run of experiment, the measurement was taken twice: first 

from high to low temperature (called the Cooling experiment) and then again from low 

to high temperature (called the warming experiment). This ensured a complete thermal 

cycle for each run of the experiment. Six thermal cycles were completed in total for the 

thick film, and ten were completed for the thin film.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

In this work, we aimed to identify and address causes of device failure, with a 

focus on the high-temperature superconductor YBCO through both mechanical and 

chemical processes. Our hypothesis led to the investigation of thermal cycling of 40-nm 

thin films, the environmental degradation of those thin films, to passivation of YBCO 

using bromine as both a passivation agent and an etchant, to finally characterizing the 

effects of bromination on electronic devices such as Josephson junctions, and integrating 

the process into our in-house device fabrication.  

Through the thermal cycling of both thick (100-nm) and thin (>50-nm) thin films, 

we were able to characterize any changes in electrical properties. We found minimal 

changes in material performance for both film thicknesses, across all parameters 

measureable by RT; namely the onset of superconductivity and material homogeneity. 

We were able to eliminate thermal expansion and compression (and therefore expansion 

disagreement between film and substrate) and the root-cause of device failure. This led 

us to focus elsewhere on the chemistry of YBCO in its environment, which directed the 

rest of this work.  

YBCO is a ceramic oxide crystal, in which the concentration of oxygen places a 

critical role in the material’s superconductivity. As such, the passivation of YBCO is 

slightly unorthodox – most passivation mechanisms seek to prevent oxidation, while 

YBCO passivation aims to maintain oxidation, by preventing reduction reactions with 

components found in air. Previous work on the halogenation of superconductors found 

that bromine strongly binds to the YBCO surface, focusing our attention on using this 
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technique to protect YBCO from the air. We evaluated this protection on the material’s 

superconducting performance, answering the question of if bromine damages the film or 

destroys the material’s superconductivity. We found that, when the reaction is 

sufficiently quenched, that superconductivity is maintained with minimal damage to the 

films critical temperature, even with bromine atoms strongly bound to the surface. 

Interestingly, we also confirmed the formation of CuBr2 products after reaction, which 

decorate the surface and remain after several washes. There formations, and the 

preservation of the film’s superconductivity, then led us to investigate bromine treatment 

in devices.  

Bromination of YBCO-based Josephson junctions sought to answer three 

questions: 1) Will bromination destroy the junction? 2) Are brominated films still 

sensitive to disorder via ion irradiation, and 3) If no, then yes, where in our device 

fabrication process is it best to incorporate a bromination step? What we found is that 

bromine does not destroy Josephson junctions, and it does not prevent JJ fabrication via 

ion irradiation, as the reaction is strictly limited to the surface of the film. However, 

because this is an etching process, and the films are very thin, we found that it is best to 

brominate the film before writing the junction, in order to save time and effort in case the 

film is etched too deeply.  

There is much future work to be done in this endeavor, all of which are outside 

the scope of this dissertation. The first, and most beneficial, would be to find an 

alternative method of bromination which does not require sophisticated chemistry labs to 

perform, such as a fume hood or a glove box. Bromine itself is a very caustic liquid, 
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which is quite dense and difficult to pipette, in addition to have hazardous fumes, 

corroding any metal tweezers involves in the process, and requiring quenching agents 

wherever it is used. Understanding the mechanism of bromination would be a large and 

important step in this endeavor and allow for the industrial integration of this 

passivation process.   
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